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selected.Bain's Double Whammy Editor’s Note: This article is more than a year old. Please help

keep this community civil. Last month, when the accounting firm of Price Waterhouse complained
that another firm, InVision Research, had put it out of business, InVision said that Price Waterhouse

was being unfair. Specifically, InVision said that the accounting firm and its partner were an
accounting firm and not a consulting firm, although their billing suggested otherwise. InVision went

on to say that it was puzzled why the accounting firm was getting the billing because it had not
produced the kind of consulting reports that InVision wanted. The accounting firm pointed out that
it did a whole lot more for InVision than produce consulting reports. It filed the InVision reports with
the SEC. It produced the auditing work. It handled the payables/receivables. It did the payroll. And
on and on. This prompted InVision to respond that it wasn’t saying that Price Waterhouse had been
unfair to it, or that it was accusing Price Waterhouse of stealing. No, InVision said, it was claiming
that Price Waterhouse had been unfair to it by reporting to the SEC that it was a consulting firm

when it actually was an accounting firm. InVision’s remarks prompted the head of the accounting
firm to complain to the SEC and the accounting firm issued a statement to the press that pointed

out that it had not done any consulting for InVision. As you might guess, InVision
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the video version of it 4) Enjoy it!‘Zach’s Murder’ to Screen in the U.K. This Thursday brings the
first theatrical feature by director Alfredton Johnson titled “Zach’s Murder,” and the indie film

from the U.K. is now available for stream online. Johnson’s new film is set in London on the day
after the student Zach O’Brien is brutally murdered after a night of clubbing. Ten-year-old Troy,

Zach’s younger brother, finds his beloved brother’s dead body, comes to terms with his loss
and turns to the only person he can trust – his mum. “Zach’s Murder” stars Will Mellor and Alfie
Turner as young Troy and Zach O’Brien, while Yasmin Paige, Nigel Lindsay, Stephen Graham,

and Tom Conti also star. The film, Johnson’s feature 6d1f23a050
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